The Set of DDC
A set is a collection of objects, either concrete or abstract. A subset of a set is a collection that is contained within the large set (Stark & Woods, 2012, p. 20) . DDC is a set of Dao as well as De, or we can say it is a set of Dao; its elements include all the things in the world, the nature or the human world; De is its subset, whose factors are the concrete things, the manifestations and mirrors of the myriad things.
The Set Interpretations of DDC
In mathematical terms, Dao = {1, 2, 3, … n, …}, which is a listed set. Also, we can describe it as follows: DDC(x) = {x|P(x)} (P stands for property), DDC(x) = {x|x = D(e) + D(a) = a + bi, x ∈ C, a ∈ R, b ∈ R}, where De, a, is real part; Dao, bi, is the imaginary part. In another word, we can define it like this: D(x) = {x|P(x), x ∈ C}, C = a + bi; C is complex numbers. Put it differently, we can say D(a) = C = a + bi, D(e) = {x|x = a}, a ∈ R (real number), D(e) D (a), D(e) = D(a). Dao = {nature} = {Being, Non-being} = {yin, yang} = {heaven, earth, humans} = {substance, spirit, rules} = {philosophy, ethics, politics, military, cultures, science, religion…}; Dao = Rule of Three = {body, spirit, soul} = Rule of Four = {Dao, heaven, earth, King} = {one, two, three, all things}
The sets of Self-cultivation, Governance, Military, and Longevity are all subsets. D(a) = {metal, wood, water, fire, earth}.
Also, Dao can be viewed as an empty set, which is an imaginary bag, full of Qi, energy.
The union (sum) of two sets E and F, written E ∪ F or E + F, is the set of all elements that are in at least one of the sets E and F. The intersection or set product of two sets E and F, written E ∩ F or just EF, is the set of elements common to both E and F. The complement of a set E, written E'. The operation of unions, intersections, and so forth can be illustrated by Venn diagrams, which are useful as aids in reasoning and in establishing probability relations (Stark & Woods, 2012, pp. 22-23) 
Fields and DDC
A field is a set F with two operations, called addition and multiplication, which satisfy the following so-called "field axioms" (A), (M), and (D) (Rudin, 2016, p. 5) . (D) The distributive law
In (A), based on counting principle, D(a) and D(e) are two distinctive events, the sum of which reflects DDC's components or elements. Yet, in (M), to reach DDC, D(a) and D(e) are two specific steps, the combination of which completes the process, where D(a) cannot go perfect without D(e), forming a unit of DDC.
In (D), C(h) is the Ching, the views of the object, two of which are Dao Ching and De Ching. These two parts are integrated into DDC.
The Venn Diagram of DDC

Dao De Ching
Dao and De are just like the two sides of a coin, with Dao the head and De the tail. Actually, they are mirroring mutually. DDC is a siamese twin, Ching, the head, Dao and De, the body. , 4, 8, 9, 14, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 25, 30, 31, 32, 34, 35, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46, 47, 48, 52, 53, 57, 62, 65, 67, 81}, De = {21, 38, 54, 59, 68}, Dao & De = {23, 41, 49, 51, 55, 60 , 3, 11, 22, 26, 28, 36, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 50, 52, 56, 57, 58, 61, 64, 68, 71, 72, 73, 76, 78 This kind of property is classified with the surperficial meaning, otherwise all of which are of Dao.
The Subsets of DDC
Verse1
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Group Theory and DDC
In mathematics, a group is a set equipped with a binary operation which combines any two elements to form a third element in such a way that four conditions called group axioms are satisfied, namely closure, associativity, identity, and invertibility (Group (mathematics)-Wikipedia, n.d.). 
The Fuzzy Set of DDC
A fuzzy set is a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterized by a membership (characteristic) function which assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging between zero and one. The notions of inclusion, union, intersection, complement, relation, convexity, etc., are extended to such sets, and various properties of these notions in the context of fuzzy sets are established (Zadeh, 2005, p. 3 1}, f(x) = {x|0 < x < 1, x ∈ DDC}. f(h) = {h|0 < h < 1, h ∈ DDC}. It holds true to other key terms, such as
Being and Non-being (You and Wu), action and non-action (Wuwei and Youwei), Qi, heaven, earth, humans, enlightenment and darkness, dynamic and static, hollow and firm, weak and strong, kind and evil, water and myriad things, bend and straight, baby and oneness(unity).
Non-being (Wu) can be 0, and being (You) is smaller than 1; being is growing, from 0 to 1. Hence, Dao = {wu, you}, y = f(w) = {w|0 < w < 1,w ∈ D(a)}. Non-action (Wuwei) and Action (Youwei) can be illustrated in the same way. Energy (Qi) is changing all the time, up and down, which is also a fuzze set. Heaven and earth (HE) THE MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF DAO DE CHING (DDC)-THE SET STUDY OF DDC 190 are o, humans are 1, whose growing and developing are from o to 1. HE = f(hu) = {h(u)|0 < h(u) < 1, h(u) ∈ HE}. Enlightenment is of 1, darkness of 0. DDC = {darkness, enlightenment),
DDC is a set of dynamic and static, of which dynamic
Dao is moving between hollow and firm, hollow (h) o with firm (f) 1; f = f(h) = {h|0 < h < 1, h ∈ D(a)}. Weak (0) and strong (1), a set of {w, s}, presents us with o over 1, 1 being from 0, the root. Kind (0) and evil (1) are interdependent and interlinked, {kind, evil} going along with our rising and setting. Water (0) and myriad (1) reveals o bearing 1, 1 growing with 0. Bend and straight, {0, 1}, mutually support with the former the stem.
Babies mean o, without any desire but playing for fun, whose simplicity can be oneness (1).
Concluding Remarks
Mathematics is a discipline that seeks the Dao and applys it. There are no specific ways for us to follow, no fixed solutions for every problem in the everyday life as for the mathematical problems. The rule of law, Dao, is empty.
The DDC could rightly be called the Chinese Bible (Rijckenborgh & Petri, 1996, p. 23) . The 81 verses of DDC talk about the one and wholeness of the Daoism, the universe, the one of cosmos, the human world and nature. Such a complete unified theory describes everything in the universe. This space is of the infinite, being and nothingness. Knowingly, pyramids are full of mysteries of math undiscovered (Zhang, 2017, p. 23) . It holds true to DDC, a mental pyramid, based on Dao and De, which is crying for us to discover its mathematical myth.
To really understand what it means to think rationally, mathematics will need to team up with psychology and sociology, and perhaps even biology and poetry (Cole, 1999, p. 164) . The poetic DDC, sociological verses, can go well along with math.
Recommendations
Can we dissect DDC in terms of mathematica functions? As we know, fucitonal analysis is of the most important approaches in math. Are coordinate systems working in tackling DDC? Will topology of algebra applicable to it? Do you want to witness mathematicl modeling's role in this Chinese Bible? Don't you believe this philosophical verse mirror more geometrical graphs?
The cosmos are full of nets; we are at the different knots at the different time. The position and location of all of us are variables with Dao and De moving. Our journey tells no shape or size, rectangular, ellipse, hyperbala, circle, or triangular. Who knows? Dao has it.
